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Bitspower Lotan series
VGA water block and I/O
bracket for MSI GeForce

RTX 2080 Ti Gaming X TRIO

Special Price
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$170.95
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Short Description

Bitspower Lotan series water block, designed for the powerful NVIDIAs GeForce RTX 20 series reference
design graphic cards, is specifically engineered to provide the best temperature control while also keeping an
aesthetic elegance unique to Bitspower. Covering the full length of the card, the water block is layered with a
nickel and chromium plated copper base plate that is meticulously carved to allocate the most contact over
the GPU and VRM area. The inner layer, molded with engineered materials that can sustain extreme
temperatures, is covered by an acrylic top layer equipped with a Bitspower Digital RGB LED strip that is sure
to make your system look amazing.

Description

Bitspower Lotan series water block, designed for the powerful NVIDIAs GeForce RTX 20 series reference
design graphic cards, is specifically engineered to provide the best temperature control while also keeping an
aesthetic elegance unique to Bitspower. Covering the full length of the card, the water block is layered with a
nickel and chromium plated copper base plate that is meticulously carved to allocate the most contact over
the GPU and VRM area. The inner layer, molded with engineered materials that can sustain extreme
temperatures, is covered by an acrylic top layer equipped with a Bitspower Digital RGB LED strip that is sure
to make your system look amazing.

In addition, so your build is as aesthetically pleasing as can be, a black aluminium backplate featuring the
Bitspower logo as well as a silver I/O bracket is included to replace the 2080’s original ones. With the Lotan
water block, a new backplate as well as a fresh new I/O bracket, your graphics card will be dressed up to
show and perform like a star!

Features

1. Acrylic top cover and transparent inner layer for a crystal clear look.
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2. Base layer made of copper, electroplated with nickel and chromium for high durability.
3. Easily replaceable LED strip.
4. Top layer and inner layer can be made compatible with different graphic cards by replacing the base layer
only.
5. RoHS compliant.

Specifications

Dimension(LxWxH) : 303.5x154x30.1 MM
Thread : G1/4" x 4
LED Color : Digital RGB

LED Strip Management By Bitspower Digital RGB And Certified By ASUS AURA Sync, GIGABYTE
RGB Fusion, MSI Mystic Light Sync, And ASRock Polychrome.

Included :
1set of Thermal PAD
1set of Mounting Screws/Accessories
1pcs of decorative panel
1pcs of bracket

 

Compatibility :
MSI GeForce RTX 2080 Ti Gaming X TRIO

*** Bitspower reserves the right to change the product design and interpretations. These are subject to
change without notice. Product colors and accessories are based on the actual product. ***

Additional Information

Brand Bitspower

SKU BP-VG2080TIMGX-A2-D

Weight 4.0000

Color Clear

Block GPU Type Nvidia

Block Style Nickel-Plexi

Vendor SKU/EAN 4711946740030

Special Price $85.48
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